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摘   要 
 
 














































Because of biased understanding and problems exit in research, the research of 
humanities and social science has such issues: research organization is 
single-handedly, research results are castle in the air, together with more basic 
theoretical research and less applied research, academic research can not offer service 
to national decision-making and promote economic and social development, and all of 
these issues lead to no significant value and slower transfer of social science research 
results. With the development and progress of society ,people’s expectation of 
humanities and social sciences is increasingly high. To rectify the defects above of 
humanities and social sciences research at university, the states have taken some 
measures to speed up the changes of its scientific research organizations model. At the 
same time, socio-economic development also has a higher demand of scientific 
research organization. The set-up of Key Research Institute of Humanities and Social 
Sciences of MOE is one important reform measure .As national team , how is it going 
since 1999? whether its superiority is fully played……It is necessary for us to probe 
into and analyze it in the context of further prosperity and development of humanities 
and social science research, undoubtedly, it is of great significance.  
This article consists of three parts except introduction: Chapter 1.Conducting a 
comprehensive carding and a brief analysis of origin of humanities and social science 
research and its organization’s origin background at university; Chapter 2.Giving 
introduction and analysis of Key Research Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences 
of MOE as a new research organization model and its implementation during "the 
tenth five years plan" period ; Chapter 3. Focusing on the issues in the process of its 
implementation, such as government's input is too small, the efforts of scientific 
research reform are little , scientific evaluation system "prefers number to quality, 
prefers individuals to groups", the relationship between Key Research Institute of 
Humanities and Social Sciences of MOE and National Philosophy and Social 
Sciences Innovation Base is not harmonious and so on, corresponding 
countermeasures and suggestions are put forward to promote the better development 
of humanities and social sciences research organizations at university in China. 















the transfer history of humanities and social science research organization’s model at 
university from two angles——international comparisons and historical analysis, then 
gives rational analysis and practical exploration about the issues of Key Research 
Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences of MOE, to straighten out the transfer 
patterns of context. At the same time, this essay also analyzes the model of Key 
Research Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences of MOE particularly, and puts 
forward corresponding countermeasures and suggestions to the existing problems. 
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一、研究意义 
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